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1. Introduction  
The CX-363CA coin acceptor/coin validator is a compact size, space saving fully electronic coin 
validation, which is able to work steadily in wide range temperature with high accuracy of genuine 
coins acceptance. It is equipped with both RS232 interface and TL4 serial computer interface, 
Furthermore, allowed to set up pulses output intending to connect with a host machine. 
 
The CX-363CA coin acceptor / coin validator is designed for easy installation for most coin operated 
machines, such as coin operated payphone, vending machine, jukebox, crane machine, car parking 
machine, card dispenser, self-service laundry and amusement facility...etc., it accept 8 different coins 
and supports TL4 serial computer protocol for easy interfacing with PC that support this protocol.  
  
It is easy to change coin acceptance on site if new currency is required on individual demand. 

 
2. Main Features  

 
 Capable of front entry and top entry 
 Validated up to 8 coins (or Tokens)  
 Lower power consumption 
 Intelligent CPU software control 
 High recognition rate up to 96% 
 High speed up to 3 coins acceptance per sec. 
 RS-232 serial communication protocol (TTL level)  
 TL4-PCI serial computer interface  
 Set up pulses output  
 On-board programming & On-board diagnostics 
 On-site program to Enable/Disable coins  
 Attach to face plate “A” or “B” on individual demand 
 Coin-in detector - option 

 

3. Operation 
While the coin is rolling on the runway of the validation, the inserted coin is recognized by two 
measuring coils and three diameter photo sensors that are mounted in successive order.  
The coin route from the insert funnel to drop into coin box /coin hopper/sorting chute or return 
area showing as following fig.. 
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(1)Coin detected sensor 
(2) 1st Coil sensor  

---Material measurement 
(3) 2nd Coil sensor  

---Thickness & Diameter measurement 
(4) Coin passing detected sensor & 

diameter measured sensors 
(5) Accept/Reject latch lever 
(6) Accepted coin sensor 

 
The CX-363CA coin acceptor /coin validator works in slave mode, when the coin inserted from the 
insert funnel passes at the coin detected sensor (1), the coin validation switch on by means of a coin 
detected sensor placed at entry position as fig. and remains active as long as the coin validation 
process has been finished. 
 
Then, the coin passes at the 1st coil sensor (2), Material measurement. This sensor is magnetic sensor. 
When the coin passes the magnetic field fed by the magnetic sensor will be changed. CPU detects the 
change of magnetic field and memorizes such data as material selection data for validation. 
 
Then, the coin passes at the 2nd coil sensor (3), Diameter and thickness measurement. This sensor is 
magnetic sensor. When the coin passes the magnetic field fed by the magnetic sensor will be changed. 
CPU measures the coverage area of coin diameter while the coin is go through the sensor and its 
surface is partial covered by the coil sensor, and then memorizes such measuring data as diameter and 
thickness validation. 
 
The difference between the material sensor and the thickness/diameter sensor is frequency oscillated 
by each sensor. The frequency oscillated by the material sensor is lower. The frequency oscillated by 
the thickness/diameter sensor is higher. The mounted position of thickness/diameter sensor is higher 
and this had a great effect upon the diameter of coin. 
 
After the coin is inserted, all the measurements on material, thickness and diameter by two coil 
sensors and three diameter photo sensors (4) are made. CPU compares the present data and the 
actual data. if CPU judges that the coin is genuine, CPU operate accept/reject latch lever (5) to accept 
position and the coin is led to the acceptance channel. If the coin is judged as fake coins which fail any 
of the measurements, the accept/reject latch lever (5) is not operated and the coin is led to reject 
channel to refunded. 
 
To ensure that accepted coins could drop into the cash-box and that coin acceptance has not been 
tampered with, an accepted coin sensor (6) is placed at the bottom of the coin runway and work to 
detect the coin drop when a coin is recognized as a genuine coin. A coin signal is not transmitted to 
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the host machine until the inserted coin has passed this checking point completely. 
 
When the accepted coin sensor (6) area is covered permanently by a coin or foreign material, the coin 
acceptance is inhibited. If the coin is no longer to be accepted, you can either inhibit the entire coins 
acceptance using the machine control system (“Inhibit” signal line, see section “Application Interface”) 
or inhibit individual type of coin using the software function “DISABLE” (refer to page 12 ). 
 

 
4.  Application Interface 

 
4.1 Pin Out Assignments 

In order to communicate the coin acceptor with a host machine, the pin numbering of the socket is 
shown below (refer to 4.2 Connector cables) 
□ 4.1.1 RS-232 interface for connecting host machine 

Pin Name Type Descriptions 

1 

For Factory Use Only Do Not Connect 
2 

3 

4 

5 Ground input Ground 0V supply 

6 +12VDC input Power Nominal +12V DC supply  

7 RxD  input A TTL level RS-232 data Input line, RS-232: 9600bps, 8 data bit, 
no parity, 1 stop bit. Control of the coin acceptor is effected by 
the host through RxD, 

8 TxD Output A TTL level RS-232 data output line, RS-232: 9600bps, 8 data 
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bit, no parity, 1 stop bit. TxD, may be used to signal “coin 
value” for a validating coin; or error status. 
Unsolicited coin data format for a validating coin 

<CR><LF>+C:”coin credit-value”<CR><LF>   
In which “coin credit-value” to be five digits ranging from 
00001 to 00020 as follows. 
<CR><LF>+C:00001<CR><LF> indicate 1 credit unit is given 
<CR><LF>+C:00020<CR><LF> indicate 20 credit units are given 
Unsolicited error data format for coin jamming  
    <CR><LF>+E:”error code”<CR><LF> 

  In which “error code” will be listed 8 or 9 
    <CR><LF>+E:8<CR><LF> 
    <CR><LF>+E:9<CR><LF> 

9 Alarm  Output An internal “Alarm” voltage, Vala, may be used to announce 
that coin acceptor malfunction. 
Alarm: 3.0V < Vala < 5.0V , coin acceptor fault 
Non-Alarm: Vala < 0.8V , coin acceptor operational 

10 Enable/Inhibit Input An external “Inhibit” voltage, Vinh, may be used to control “all 
coins” inhibit function. 
Inhibit: 3.0V < Vinh < 5.0V,  active high level voltage 
Enable: Vinh < 0.8V or not connected, active low level voltage 

CAUTION 
1. The CX-363CA does not operate in true RS232 mode (only TTL level) 
2. An RS232 serial interface via RX and TX, 9600 Baud, 1 start bit, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity is 

used for communication between host machine and coin acceptor 
 Coin Acceptor prompted by command  
All commands as follows from the PC to the coin acceptor have to be acknowledged by the coin acceptor  
Command on RxD         Descriptions Response of coin escrow on TxD 

 ATI<CR> Requiring state message to initiate coin 
acceptor 

<CR><LF>+E:”state 
message”<CR><LF> 

 ATE<CR> Enable coin acceptor <CR><LF>OK<CR><LF> 

 ATD<CR> Disable coin acceptor, used to control 
“all coins” inhibit unction 

<CR><LF>OK<CR><LF> 

ATK#＊<CR> Selected coin to be rejected <CR><LF>OK<CR><LF> (note 1) 

ATL#＊<CR> Selected coin to be accepted <CR><LF>OK<CR><LF> (note 1) 

ATPA<CR> Default power on, and after to be under 
coin acceptance mode. 

<CR><LF>OK<CR><LF> (note 2) 

ADPR<CR> Default power on, and after to be 
under coin rejection mode. 

<CR><LF>OK<CR><LF> (note 2) 

ATSA<CR>: Default is front entry for coin insertion <CR><LF>OK<CR><LF>   

ATSR<CR> Default is top entry for coin insertion <CR><LF>OK<CR><LF>   

Note:  
1. ATK#＊<CR> & ATL#＊<CR> in which”＊”coin channels are presented ranging from 1 to 8.  

2. ATPA<CR> Inserted coin is stand by to accept coin when the coin validation power up.  
ADPR<CR> Inserted coin is stand by to reject coin before the coin validation is driven by commands.  

   
□ 4.1.2 Pulse Output Port – 10 way out for connecting host machine 
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In pulse mode the CX-363CA outputs a number of pulses, the number of pulses for each channel 
is different and set to default values as table figure below. The number of pulses and pulse 
width can be selected to match the host required. 

 
CN2 is 10pin socket used to interface to a CX-363CA coin validator, the pin numbering of CN2 
socket is shown below (cable attached to coin validator unit separately) 

Pin Name Type Descriptions 

1 GND input GND 

2 +12VDC input +12V DC 

3 Coin 5 output An open collect data line pulled high to 5.0V (TTL level), 
Coin output may be used to signal which kind of coin be 
accepted by sending one Pulse signal corresponding to PIN3, 
PIN7, 8, 9 & 10  

4 Accumulator                           Output An open collect data line pulled high to 5.0V (TTL level), 
Accumulator may be used to signal “coin value” by sending Pulse 
signal. (Multi pulses (normal high level) 

5 Alarm  Output  An internal “Alarm” voltage, Vala, may be used to announce that 
coin acceptor malfunction. 
Alarm: 3.0V < Vala < 5.0V , coin acceptor fault 
Non-Alarm: Vala < 0.8V , coin acceptor operational 

6 Enable 
/Inhibit 

Input An external “Inhibit” voltage, Vinh, may be used to control “all 
coins” inhibit function. 
Inhibit: 3.0V < Vinh < 5.0V, active high level voltage 
Enable: Vinh < 0.8V or not connected, active low level voltage 

7 Coin 1  Output  

8 Coin 2 Output:  

9 Coin 3 Output  

10 Coin 4 Output  

 
□ 4.1.3 Pin out assignment in accordance with Coin Channel  

Coin type Coin Channel Pin Out /Pulse 

Coin 1 Channel 1 Pin 7 with one pulse  

Coin 2 Channel 2 Pin 8 with one pulse 

Coin 3 Channel 3 Pin 9 with one pulse 

Coin 4 Channel 4 Pin 10 with one pulse 

Coin 5 Channel 5 Pin 3 with one pulse 

Coin 6 Channel 6 Pin 3 with one pulse & Pin 7 with one pulse  

Coin 7 Channel 7 Pin 3 with one pulse & Pin 8 with one pulse  

Coin 8 Channel 8 Pin 3 with one pulse & Pin 9 with one pulse  

 
4.2 Connecting Cables -- Three cables designed to be used to interface to a host machine, or PC  
□ Type 1 – 10P/6C Cable for RS-232 interface connecting  
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□ Type 2 – 10P Flat Cable for pulse output connecting  

 
 
4.3 Power Supply 
The coin acceptor/coin validator must be powered up by the interface to be recognized by the host 
machine. When using the USB connection, power must be applied to CX-363CA via the 10 pin 
interface connector using USB to RS232 serial converter, in which 5V DC will be provided by the PC  
  
RS-232 Interface Port  Pulse Output Port  

Pin Description  Pin Description 

5 +12V DC  1 0V /Ground  

6 0V /Ground  2 +12V DC 

5. Programming Guide 

 
 

Program Button 

LED Display 

Indicator Light 
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The CX-363CA is capable of keypad program for coin acceptance on demand in which 8 types of coins 
value allow to be accepted in total. No extra software or tools needed for coin configuration 

 

● Step 1: To Set Coin Channel per Coin  

It is required to set coin channel per each coin value in accordance with the LED displayed digit.  
 
The procedure of coin channel configuration is listing as follows. 
1) Press the button 3 times quickly. The CX-363CA enter to programming mode, and the LED display  

is flashing in yellow and showing “1” that is represented the coin channel is 1.  
2) Pressing the button to select the channel number until the digit is shown on LED display which is 

corresponding to the listing below. 
 ●  Poland coins & Euro coin are placed in 8 channels as following, 

Coin channel 1 ---- PLN 1/ Reserved  
Coin channel 2 ---- PLN 2/ Reserved 
Coin channel 3 ---- PLN 5/ Reserved 

Coin channel 4 ---- €0.1/ Euro coin accepted 

Coin channel 5 ---- €0.2/ Euro coin accepted 

Coin channel 6 ---- €0.5/ Euro coin accepted 

Coin channel 7 ----- €1.0/ Euro coin accepted 

Coin channel 8 ----- €2.0/ Euro coin accepted 

3) When the appropriate coin channel is showing on the LED Display, drop 10 different coins per each 
coin value through the coin acceptor. 
 4) When the 10th coin has been sampled the indicator light keep lighting steady in yellow, the 1ST 

coin channel configuration is finished, then move on next step of “To Set Credit Value” 
 

● Step 2: To Set Credit Value (Coin Pulse)  

After the coin channel is configured, you are able to select any of the first 5 coin channels to 
program your coin into, the selected value of the coin as a multiple of the programmed credit. 
 
1) Press the button one time for every 1 credit increment that the coin value is worth, and press  

the button two times, the LED shows 2 to indicate two credit values are selected, and digit 3 
is indicating three credit values are selected accordingly.   

 
This table indicates the displayed digit on the LED corresponding to the credit value that are 
ranged from 1 to 20    

LED Display  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  0 

Credit Value  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 

           

LED Display  1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  6.  7.  8.  9.  0. 

Credit Value  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20 

      

Coin channel Poland/Euro coins  Credit value Pulse multiplier LED Display 

Coin channel 1 PLN 1 ― 1pulse 1 

Coin channel 2 PLN 2 ― 2pulses 2 

Coin channel 3 PLN 5 ― 3pulses 3 
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Coin channel 4 €0.1 ― 4pulses 4 

Coin channel 5 €0.2 ― 5pulses 5 

Coin channel 6 €0.5 ― 6pulses 6 

Coin channel 7 €1.0 ― 7pulses 7 

Coin channel 8 €2.0 ― 8pulses 8 

       
2) When the appropriate credit value is configured and showing on LED display, press the button 

to hold 2 sec. at least to save, and then the configuration of credit value for the 1st coin channel  
is finished.  

3) And after, the 2nd coin and other coins are configured accordingly. 
 
 
5-1 Coin Programming flowchart 
When new coin introduce to the CX-363CA coin acceptor, both of programming steps Setting Coin 
Channel per Coin and Setting Credit Value must be done by pressing key button mentioned as the 
flowchart below.  
 

LED indicator shows the status of operation while coin programming is in progress. 

LED indicator Status Indicator  Note 

 Validator Operational   

 
Coin Accepted Flash in green per coin 

 Validator Fault  

 
Programming Mode 

 

 No Power  
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5-2 Enable/Disable Coins 
  Any coin which is programmed into the CX-363CA can be turned on or off by simply selecting Enable 

or Disable mode, then passing the coin through the validator. The CX-363CA automatically recognize 
the inserted coin to enable/accepted or disable/rejected on demand. 
 
 Disable : When the coin to be rejected, the following steps are needed:   

1) Press the button twice quickly to enter “Disable” mode the Indicator keep flashing Red. 
2) Insert the coin one time only which to be rejected the coin validator recognize this coin to 

reject it, the Indicator light is a solid Green. 
 
   Or to disable the coin by manual 
   1) Press the button twice quickly to enter “Disable” mode the Indicator keep flashing Red and the  

Step 1 
Press button 3 times, LED display “1”, the indicator keep light 

flashing yellow. And then the next  

Step 2 
Press button to select the coin channel needed in which the coin 
to be configured (page 9, Step 1), and then the next  

Step 3 
Insert 10pcs coins per each type with the same denomination for 
coin sampling, and then press button to the next. 

Step 4 
Press button to select the credit value corresponding to the coin 
value which was inserted, LED digits ranging from 1 〜 0. then 

the indicator lighting is solid yellow. (page 9, Step 2), then press 

the button 2 sec. at least to save to exit, after that the LED display 

will go blank, and the indicator light is solid green. 
 

To program 
another coins 

End 

YES 

NO 
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LED displays blank. 
2) Pressing the button to select the channel# of rejected coin until the index number is shown as  

required. 
3) When the rejected coin channel# is selected, press the button to hold 2 sec. at least to save,  

 
Enable : When the coin to be accepted , the following steps are needed:   

1) Click the button one time to enter “Enable” mode the Indicator keep flashing Green. 
2) Insert the coin one time only which to be accepted, the coin validator recognize this coin to 
  accept it, the Indicator light is solid Green. 

 
   Or to enable the coin by manual 
   1). Click the button one time to enter “Enable” mode the Indicator keep flashing Green and the  

LED displays blank. 
2) Pressing the button to select the channel# of accepted coin until the index number is shown as 

required. 
3).When the accepted coin channel# is selected, press the button to hold 2 sec. at least to save,  

 
5-3 Self-Diagnosis 

     The CX-363CA has the capability of self-diagnosis allowed to check the performance of photo 
sensors and coil sensors. When the performance is failed, the error message will be shown on LED 

      1) Press the button 4 times quickly, and then the CX-363CA enter self-diagnosis mode. 
      2) When the Indicator light in GREEN, the validator works to test PHOTO SENSOR, and then the  

LED displays a number presented the test result as following. 
      3) When the Indicator light in RED, the validator works to test COIL SENSOR, and then the LED 

displays a number presented the test result as table listing. 
      4) After 20 loops testing are finished, the validator stop processing self-diagnosis automatically. 

OR, press the button to hold 3 sec. to stop processing self-diagnosis by manually.  
 

   The summary of test result displayed on the LED indicator as following. 

  LED LED Display   Status 

 
 
 

GREEN 

0 All photo sensors are O.K. 

1 Coin Slot Sensor error 

2 Coin Passing Sensor(Diameter photo sensors) error 

3 
Coin Slot Sensor and Coin Passing Sensor(Diameter photo 
sensors) error 

4 Accepted Coin Sensor error 

5 Accepted Coin Sensor and Coin Slot Sensor error 

6 
Accepted Coin Sensor and Coin Passing Sensor(Diameter photo 
sensors) error 

7 
Accepted Coin Sensor, Coin Passing Sensor(Diameter photo 
sensors) and Coin Slot Sensor error 

 
 

RED 

0 All coil sensors are O.K. 

1 Coil Sensor 1(material measurement) error 

2 Coil Sensor 2(Physical measurement) error 

3 Coil Sensor 1 and Coil Sensor 2 error 
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5-4 Output Pulse Width programming 
The pulse duration (interval time) allow to be selected from 20ms to 100ms of pulse width to match  
host machine required 
 
1) Press the button 5 times quickly to enter coin width programming mode, the Indicator keep   
flashing in green with mediate speed, the LED displays the current output pulse width. 
 
2) Pressing the button to select the pulse widths until the LED show the right number needed 

LED Display  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  0 

Pulse Width  10ms 20ms 30ms 40ms 50ms 60ms 70ms 80ms 90ms 100ms 

When the pulse width is selected, press the button to hold 2 sec. at least to save and exit. 

 
 

6.  Specifications 
General 
Coin Acceptance 8 channels 
Acceptance rate 96% or greater 
Accepting rate   2〜3 coins per sec. 
Interface RS-232 interface (TTL level) and Pulse output  

TL4-PCI serial computer interface  
Coin parameters Diameter 17mm〜33mm 

Thickness 1.3mm〜3.2mm 
Install   Vertical, Max. Deviation: ±2 ﾟ 

Electrical 
Power source DC 12V 

Power consumption Stand by approx. 0.12W 
Max for acceptance gate, approx. 2.4W for 90 ms 

Operating Temperature -5℃〜+55℃ 
Storage Temperature -25℃〜+70℃ 
Humidity 10%〜93% RH (no condensation) 

Mechanical 
Outline Dimensions 102mm(H) X 94mm(W) X 42mm(D) 
Weight Approx. 250g 
 

High 

Low 
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7.  Programming Defaults    

Accepted Coins Poland coins: PLN1,-2, -5. Euro coins: €0.1, -0.2, 05, -1.0 & -2.0 

Rejected Coins  Fake coins & others foreign currency 

Token None 

Coin Channels 
Cha. 1 PLN1 Cha. 2 PLN2 Cha. 3 PLN5 Cha.4 €0.1 

Cha. 5 €0.2 Cha. 6 €0.5 Cha. 7 €1.0 Cha.8 €2.0 

Unit Credit None  

Pulse Width 40ms 

Power Up To Accept coins  

 
8.  Fault Finding –Error Codes  

The coin validator has an inbuilt fault facility. If there is a functional error, the status indicator will be 
shown on PC when a PC is accessed to the coin validator by using USB adaptor attached. 

Indicator Code Error Descriptions Comments 

+E:0   Normal  

+E:1   Non-coin data registered  

+E:2 coil sensor failed  

+E:3   coil sensor & data memory failed  

+E:4   photo sensor failed  

+E:5   photo sensor & data memory failed  
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+E:6   coil sensor & photo sensor failed  

+E:7   coil sensor & photo sensor & data memory failed  

+E:8 coin jammed at coin sensor area  

+E:9 coin jammed at collecting gate(anti-fishing)  

 
9.  Connecting Diagram   

There are two types of interface allowed to connect with a host machine including RS232 interface 
and pulse output leading to work under a host machine control. Furthermore, it is capable of 
connecting to PC directly by using an optional USB Adaptor, which works to convert RS-232 to USB 
interface. By using a standard comms DLL, the credit information can be easily interfaced into a 
Windows-based environment in real-time and with complete data integrity.  

 

1. Using attached 6P cable to connect the CX-363CA to a host machine via RS232 interface (Fig1)  

2. Using attached 10P flat cable to connect the CX-363CA to a host machine via pulse output (Fig.2)  

3. Using USB adaptor to connect RS232 interface to USB port on PC via TL4 computer interface (Fig.3)  

Fig. 1 TTL RS-232 interface  

 

Fig. 2 PULSE output  

 
 

10. Maintenance  
   You are advised to read the technical information described above during operation, maintenance  

and repair of the fully electronic coin acceptor. 
Common liquid (e.g. tea. coffee, soft drink and alcoholic beverages) spilled or poured on the coin 
acceptor shall primarily run off and adversely affect the performance of coin acceptance. Any 
residue shall be removable with no permanent damage to surface finish. 
 
To ensure the coin acceptor with the best validation performance, cleaning should be carried out 
whenever the runway and sensor areas become dirty.  
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The rate of dirty accumulation will obviously depend on the operating conditions including the 
state of coin being inserted. As general rule, cleaning should be done at least every 20,000 coins, 
or six months, whichever is sooner. 
To clean, use a soft cloth, dampened in mild detergent. Never use abrasives or solvent and ever 
spray cleaners directly onto the coin acceptor.  

 
 

Appendix A  Attaching & Separating face plate 
 

If you want to return coin from FRONT exit to BOTTOM exit of face plate, you have to separate the 
complete coin acceptor unit from the face plate, and then remove the metal piece marked in blue 
from the position R1 to R2 as figure below.    
˙ Attaching the face plate A to the coin acceptor, the metal piece must be placed at R1 position 

marked in red to reject coin from FRONT exit  
˙ Attaching the face plate B to the coin acceptor, the metal piece must be placed at R2 position 

marked in red to reject coin from BOTTN exit. 
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                Type A                        Type B  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Insert a pin or blade in the shape of flat and thin 
to separate the coin acceptor from the face plate 
type A or B, in which the top edge of the coin 
acceptor is locked by means of a plastic snap-fit. 
No special tool or screw driver needed.  

 

 

 
Appendix C Coin-in Detector (option) 
The coin-in detector is designed to wake up the coin validation by means of wake-up sensor mounted 
at the entrance of coin slot. When the coin-in detector is connected to a host machine, the coin 
validation works in slave mode with low power at normal, and it doesn’t make active until a coin is 
inserted, then the host machine will power on the validation circuitry to get it ready for working.  

Place this metal piece at the position “R2” as fig. 
then, the coin will be rejected from the bottom.  
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I/O Circuitry 

 

ppendix C  Coin-in Detector (option 
 

         ---------------------End---------------------     

Reflective 
kit inserted 

PCB kit 
snapped on 

Connect to 
host machine 

Coin-in detector kits 


